Guide to Registered Marijuana Distribution Tax Filing:

GUIDE TO REGISTERED MARIJUANA
DISTRIBUTION NORMALIZATION /
MARIJUANA INTERNATIONAL
TRAFFICKING: FORM
202_2021_2081_SEC_ISE_INC.
Written by DIA Asset NGO Web Spheres Engineer William AE Baafi, Captor of Osama Bin Laden in
1986 and 2005
Write descriptory clause(s) in your corporate organizational charters defining whereby the
Marijuana Distribution will rescind former operations in Trafficking. If victim of business
management systems illiteracy, contact US Attorneys, DIA, US Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Private
Attorney

NOTE: Private Attorneys charge exorbitantly and registering with DIA and US Joint Chiefs of Staff
is recommended to integrate Marijuana Legalizations with existent Military Programs for
Compassionate Conservative Public Private Integration
Obtain Form 1120 from IRS.gov Web Asset
Log Income:
Any Income would need to be aggregated with Street Level Values and an added value assessment
to assure no seizure of the Marijuana Distribution Business by DEA or IRS
Log Deductions:
Consider giving to charity and logging Charitable Contributions from Gifting of Marijuana. Any
expense attained in operating the business should be logged on files internal at one's business,
yet for Declared Deductions keeping them to a minimal and paying Higher Tax to the IRS Suffices
Separate Declarations and Filings:
Assure your Business is registered as a Non-Profit, with Charters outlining why under Federal
and State Law the Corporation can counteract Illegal and Unlawful Criminally Violent Distribution
of Marijuana and Hemp.
Register Federal EIN
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/apply-for-an-employeridentification-number-ein-online
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/lost-or-misplaced-your-ein
Be prepared to File 1120X if any data is wrong, and to levy the petition to legalize Marijuana
Trafficking nationally
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1120x.pdf
Filing Variances:
There may be up to 5 Normative Methods of Filing
Accrual Net Profits, Accrual Net Losses, Accrual LIFO FIFO, and Government Operation Bound Net
Processing of Profits as Aggregate Higher Figure Expenses, Cost of Goods Sold, Operative Capital,
Operations Investment Gross, and layering accounting whereby the actual processing of Profit is
always Zero yet equivalenced to the Operating Gross Expense or Operating Gross Loss
In reporting profits for a Government Marijuana Business, every Profit is a Gross Operating
Expense, Gross Operating Cost of Goods Sold, Gross Profit, Gross Royalty, Capital Gain Net Income,
and any Income related term mentioned on IRS Form 1120. In this calculuation of expense to
profit balance, the filing expert and legal team must know how to confirm with Due Duress under

Secrecy Acts preventing Purgatory that the expenses operating are the profits and there
essentially is a balanced differential whereby the Firm can be converted into the Marijuana
Legalization Trust Operation described by various Business Intelligence Experts during the
1950's when Marijuana Legalization commenced nationally, prior to the draconian policies of
Nixon. There essentially is no profit, but every expense is profit. For Businesses operating under
this quasi-State modular framework in Massachusetts, Rhodes Island, Connecticut, and Vermont,
the operational task is to assure that we overpay in taxes to control legalization and legislation
that charters a strident society of Preventing Criminality and Ordaining Perfected Ma'at Societal
Order. Considering this, most Government Operatives now know from the example of former
Government Charter Businesses losing their charters due to illegal, inaccurate, and erroneous
filing.
Develop a standard Income Tax for Marijuana Registered NGO's at 35% - 50% to assure our law
faction becomes strident to affect enforcement of all laws written by Islamic Science Education
Inc. and other conservative compassionates working to end violence against White Moderates,
White Interracialist Conservatives, Hispanics, Blacks, and Muslims
Pertinent to averting seizure, check if previous corporate dissolution is required, given Juelz
Santana and Nasir Jones Cases. Moreover, document all forward looking and introspective audit
data to IRS Auditors, allowing them to provide advicements whereby your Marijuana Trafficking
and Dispense Business would be registered and logged as part of the national referendum
speciate to normalizing Trafficking Guidelines, and deprohibiting Trafficking whereby it is
considered Amassed Lawful Dispense, Amassed Lawful SCM Aggregation of Formerly Outlawed
Medicinal Cannabis Herbal Substance, and Amassed Regulated Trafficking of Marijuana, in
intelligence and IRC Codes
If forming a Marijuana Operations Intelligence Familial Network, keep reserves with another
relative or associate and file 966 without standoff, treachery, treason or disregard to US Marshals,
DEA, DIA, IRS, and Local Authorities whence relevant. Keeping assets with a relative can avert
issues with the status of enforcement on Marijuana Businesses being like that found in North
Korea, China, Japan, and Myanmar
https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-form-966

GENERAL NOTICE PERTINENT TO
JOHN GOTTI, BLACK POWER
FACTIONS, AND OSAMA BIN LADEN
John Gotti and Osama Bin Laden both reacted with Treachery regarding Form 966 and planned,
orchestrated and indirectly caused Terrorism globally. Working in the Marijuana Business is to
promote Peace, Ma'at, Societal Ordainment and Justice. In the Marijuana Business of 2020 and
the New Millennium Frontier, working beyond misinterpretations of Marijuana causing Crime is
due process. We shall pay higher taxes, even up to 60% as a Standard Income Tax on our

Businesses to form the Global Trust for Marijuana Legalization, working more intensively than
NORML's councils. Working with DIA and US DOJ as well as the Biden Administration to do this
will encourage our compliance with past and future administrations' doctrines on Permanent
Marijuana Legalization and Recompensatory Damages being paid to anyone victimized by arrest
for Marijuana Usage and for indirect recruitment to Crime given persons were not afforded the
1,000,000% returns that can be yielded in the Medical Hemp and Medical CBD Industry
John Gotti and Osama Bin Laden attempted to sabotage the Marijuana Industry both from inside
and out, offering us to arrest by Local Police, Federal SWAT Teams, and Air Strikes

GENERAL NOTICE TO AVERT
SEIZURE AND LIQUIDATION OF
MARIJUANA TRAFFICKING
BUSINESS:
Al Qaeda, Answar Al Din, PLO,
Hamas, and Hezbollah - through
Mohammad Atta attempted to
hijack the Marijuana Industry from
Egyptian Military Headquarters
using forces whom worked to covert
attacks against Libya and Maroc
We must work in the Marijuana Industry whereby the operations counteract Crime
and Criminal Warfare. With new discoveries in Marijuana and regulatory hashish,
the most common Marijuana will not be interpreted to be a root cause of crime or

rendering its user to Schizophrenia, but contravex in fact – to reduce crime,
schizophrenia and societal discord. This is the Ancient Ma'at and Societal
Perfection found in the Rastafarian and Islamic Marijuana Business.
From 1986 onwards, Mohammad Atta and Al Qaeda with the support of Osama Bin
Laden, The Ku Klux Klan, Nazis, White Fascists Extremists, and other factions
counteracted legalization of Marijuana by infusing intense violence into the trade.
The support in The Black Community of the September 11, 2001 Attacks as
intersected support and proliferation of Unregulated Marijuana was intended by Al
Qaeda to be a sabotage element to discredence normalization. According to Atta,
Marijuana Trading was to be used to fervent the spread of Nuclear Attacks, Subway
Attacks, Mass Rail Shootings, Elementary School Shootings, and violence in the
streets which would decapitate American Power globally. This was a sad
misinterpretation of Atta, given it has extensively damaged the Marijuana Industry
and Normalization Subsectors.
Rastafarian and Islamic Peace Factions arrested to convert them to Al Qaeda:
During 1993 to 2002, various Muslims and Rastafarians were falsely arrested under
Marijuana Prohibition Acts to recruit them directly under the control of Osama Bin
Laden and to divert Kennedy Administration CIA Programs oversighted by The
Reagan Administration and The Bush Administration. The paranoia in the Black
Community regarding being arrested for Marijuana Possession led to Proliferation
of Arms and Violence in Black Ghettoes Worldwide, including in Canada and
England where societal order was the norm for generations.
Shoe Bomber Case and Junior Reid:
The spread of Marijuana Arrests amongst Blacks intensified Al Qaeda's campaign of
injustice, leading to inflammation of Emotive Force for that faction. Rastafarians,
given their delighted support of Repatriation, were intended by Al Qaeda to be the
first victims of Extremist Recruitment. We can see this in varied sets of Songs led by
Rastafarians during 1993 – 2001. In 2001, and further into 2002, Rastafarians
became heavily just as ordainers of a new society, that dispromoted violence and
promoted Progressive Political Ideals. The normalization of the Marijuana Trade in
Jamaica was the formented source of this radical philosophy against Al Qaeda and
White Extremism. The intersection of Al Qaeda and White Extremism was dissected
by Yami Bolo on Teach The Youth, whereby he described not only Al Qaeda
Extremists working in Jamaica but The KKK Controlling the Jamaican Government
through ties to England and Conflict Minerals Trading Royals. This specific
factioning was decisive in Monarchical Support of Rastafarians globally leading to a
globalization of the Bobo Ashanti Movement, with chief promoters being Sizzla,
Capleton, and Jah Mason. This evidential progress of Rastafarians to counteract the
Extremist Incitement assured a defeat against Al Qaeda and Islamic Extremism,

whereby when the Muslim World turned against Terrorism they would find
extensive allies globally in Mainstream Ethical Media
Al Qaeda Marijuana Importation 2002:
Al Qaeda primary imported High Grade Canadian Grown Marijuana during 2002 as
a method to convex and purvey its continued campaign against The United States of
America. On rare occasion were they transferred into custody by the sole reporting
actions of the Ethical Marijuana Network. Surprisingly, the intensification of White
Racists in the business currently is directly derived from Al Qaeda's operations to
use Montreal as an export base of its domestic yield production in Canada to recruit
Americans to commit Acts of Terrorism. Atta left a guidebook for his team in
Harlem and Montreal to promulgate the unlawful trade of Marijuana to counteract
its legalization. This included varied factors. From one perspective, Al Qaeda may
have committed the Acts of Terrorism in 2001 to assure Legalization would never
occur and that the Marijuana Business would be poisoned by dangerous substance
Marijuanas to ruin the human brain and neuroprotective shields delimited to high
resonant Hemps and CBD Marijuanas and in varied well bred THC Marijuanas. The
US Government, whilst I operated in Acton marketing Marijuana at $100 per day
profit, attempted to stem the tide of deranged Marijuana Breeds and in Secret
Legalized the Medicinal Herb Supplement. Even today Marijuana Growers are
arrested on Federal, Local and State Charges for production of a Schedule I Narcotic
when in fact it is simply a Medicinal Supplement with Strain Variations that can
cause intensive wide array effects to users limited to previous consumption of
Narcotics. We must pay higher taxes so Marijuana is descheduled as a Narcotic
under Federal Auspices, and rescheduled as a Vitamin Supplement. In modern
days, even as the Hemp Farm Bills of 2014 and 2018 have protected Marijuana
Growers producing crops above .3% THC, their rights are very often trampled upon,
with Federal Raid Authorizations on almost every grower in USA in standing
motion. It is incumbent upon our Legalization Trust to comply with every wish of
Local and State Enforcement, whilst paying Duties to Federal Oversight
Enforcement and International Monitors to protect our rights to grow Marijuana
under Research Auspices, even in excess of the 2014 Farm Bill and 2018 Farm Bill.
Permanent Legalization:
We are requesting our supporters to register their businesses and Grow Ops with
NIH, and even US Joint Chiefs of Staff and US Defense Intelligence Agency, to assure
that the rights of Marijuana Patients, Suppliers, Marijuana Tending Caretakers,
Traffickers, Growers and Seeds Specimen Researchers are maintained with
relevance to Research Auspicices of the 2014 Farm Bill and 2018 Amended Farm
Bill with full authority to cultivate, consume, and dispense Marijuana, formerly
construed as Marijuana Trafficking.

Counterance of Crime in Marijuana Normalization:
The normalization of Marijuana Trafficking as Dietary Vitamin Distribution will
help many, including the Director of DIA Scott Berrier whom was charged with
Trafficking Marijuana by The UN and internally. He supported my Distribution of
Marijuana since 1995 to counteract Al Qaeda and Islamic Extremism using
standardization methods learned during World War II. The process of DIA and US
Joint Chiefs of Staff legalizing Marijuana only requires the support of citizens, and
scientists working together to prove that Marijuana, when carefully regulated is a
Dietary Medicinal Supplement, required to help Neuroprotective Pathways in the
Human Brain. This is proven by lasting Historical Evidence, in Historiographic
Records
Benefits of Marijuana Normalization:
There are extensive benefits of Marijuana Normalization, including further
oversight to regulate development and manufacturing of the plant matter to assure
FDA safety regulations are adhered to. Moreover, it is known that when Marijuana
is legalized Federally and across all States, breeds will be developed that combat
common illnesses such as Schizophrenia, Social Phobia, Social Anxiety,
Agoraphobia, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder, Bi-Polar
Disorder, Recriminative Incitement Disorder, and Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome.
Currently, there are limited breeds and phytocannabinoid research that documents
this absoluted fact, yet with Normalization of Marijuana as a Vitamin Supplement
under Federal Statute Auspicises the industry will be able to develop Marijuana
Medicines in common ubiquitous form to treat mentally ill persons. Whilst I was
transporting High Grade Hemp Marijuana in Acton and Boxborough during 2003
and 2004, CIA Director Woolsey developed Anti-Psychotic Marijuana Breeds which
in the period of 20 years could neutralize the Schizoaffective Condition I suffer from
caused by exposure to a Mass Shooting in Dorchester Boston during August 1998.
According to DIA's Research this one shooting caused a severe schizophrenia in my
brain which was lessened to Schizoaffective by Lambsbread and Northern Lights
Mango Treatment Marijuanas I consumed from Harlem during September 1998 –
December 1998.
SOURCE: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6843725/
Treatment of the mentally ill with marijuana is extremely benevolent, given the
commonality of Marijuana in Partying and Street Usage. Thus, more mentally ill
persons can be stabilized with Regulatory Marijuana Batches being distributed free
to homeless vagrants, and transients operating on the streets prior to be stabilized
in Section 8 and Public Housing. The deployment of Marijuana and Hemp
Marijuana to treat these victims of mental illness frailty can reduce crime and
fervent societal order. Although not every mentally ill person may be able to

receive treatment by breeds of Marijuana that treat Schizophrenia and the
spectrum of disorders on DSM Manuals listed in Anxiety Disorders, it will be very
likely that tepid limited neutralization of their disorders will occur, with AntiPsychotic Hemp Marijuana being donated for Distribution.
President Biden's Pledge to Marijuana Normalization by 1/2022:
President Biden issued in a Private meeting a pledge to Federal Normalization of
Marijuana by January 2022. This would mean that all Marijuana in The United
States of America can be registered with DIA and US Joint Chiefs of Staff for
federally lawful growth, distribution, and consumption. The pledge all includes an
exoneration subclause, whereby persons charged with Marijuana Crimes can be
exonerated by State and Federal Courts, with the Criminal Offence Records being
cleared. Further documentation on this subclause is being conducted by NORML
and other legal research bureaus, outlining whether Recompensatory Damages are
required to be paid to victims of Marijuana Arrest and diversion to other fields of
Medicines Consumption, including Illegal Narcotics Consumption. Biden has urged
that Marijuana is an Anti-Psychotic with properties to treat Schizophrenia, OCD,
and Severe PTSD Anxiety. Marijuana users are thrilled with this assertion and have
commenced growing operations specified to Reduction of Anxiety, Paranoid
Schizophrenia, and other relevant conditions.
Biden's Pledge to Legalize Marijuana Internationally:
Biden has asserted that he will attempt to Lobby Internationally for the
Legalization of Marijuana in nations which in previous regard oppressed Marijuana
Cultivators, Growers, Distributors, Users, and Traffickers. This pledge includes
negotiations with Myanmar, Japan, China, and Pakistan. The offering of President
Biden to assure normalization globally of Marijuana is quite important for the
plight of Marijuana Sector Growth.
Endocannabinoid Research to Combat Schizophrenia:
Specific Jamaican Breeds combat Schizophrenia including Lambsbread, Collie,
Combola, Purple Skunk, Purple Northern Lights, Northern Lights and others, thus
the Jamaican Government should be sponsored to secure contracts in preventing
Psychosis. The growth of Marijuana in Jamaica throughout the year is a benign fact,
and can be thrusted to form intense anti-psychotic breeds of Marijuana. The
phytocannabinoids in Marijuana when harnessed using Isomatrices Stabilization
can combat Schizophrenia and reduce Street Violence. Varied Research Studies
completed in Jamaica prove this along with stringent adherence to Rastafarian
Society. The Rastafarians and Rastafarian Muslims in Jamaica are specifically a
base of Peace that assures an ending to violence on the Island and throughout the
general subregion.

Phytocannabinoid Research to Combat Mental Illness:
NIH Researchers often scathed by the current status of Marijuana as a Prohibited
Substance are documenting that even the arrest of Marijuana Growers is
deleterious to American Society. The prevalence of Marijuana Arrests throughout
The United States of America and its allies is discording peace and structuring a
revolt which is harmful to Economic Progress and Stabilization of Western
Democracies. NIH findings declare that specific research in Marijuana absolute and
document that it is a benign herbal neuroprotective vitamin substance and
definitively not a Narcotic Herbal Substance. Former laws regarding Marijuana are
draconian and have diverted medicinal development in the field of treating
Schizophrenia in a format that is palatable to the lives of common schizophrenes.
NIH also confirms that with the regulation in place to Normalize Marijuana as a
Vitamin Herbal Substance Supplement, any breeds which cause Schizophrenia can
be seized and identified in growth using Advanced Stationary Satellite Surveillance
Monitoring. With this being a statuted fact, NIH believes that within the next 1 – 2
years all breeds of Marijuana on the market will intensively treat Schizophrenia,
Depression, Bi-Polar and the Spectrum of Dangerous Anxiety Disorders of which
Marijuana formerly was attributed to causing.
SOURCE: https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2014-40045-028
NIH Research into Marijuana:
NIH Doctors operating in The Mid-Atlantic are specifically developing breeds of
Marijuana that can neutralize Mental Illness and develop Healthy Physiological
Limits in the users, whereby their lives are healthy. NIH is also proving that
Marijuana has assisted Muslims and Rastafarians in assurance of mental
clairvoyance. This is documented in the stability of Muslim Societies throughout
North Africa and Arabia. It is also documented in Jamaica where Marijuana is
known to be a benign substance which prevails peace in the society.
SOURCE:
https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/cannabidiol-adjunctive-treatmentschizophrenia
https://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/10.1176/appi.ajp.2017.17030325

